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19.1 The Basic Sentence • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Recognizing Subjects and Verbs. Underline each subject once and each verb twice
in the sentences below.

EXAMPLE: One Greek hero spent ten years trying to reach home.

1. The ferry crosses the river twice a day.

2. Our teacher has been more than fair with us.

3. My sister bakes delicious vanilla cookies.

4. The old bridge creaks occasionally under a heavy load.

5. The book describes the causes of the Great Depression.

Exercise 2 Correcting Incomplete Thoughts. None of the following groups of words expresses
a complete thought. Correct each one by adding whatever words are needed to make a sentence.

EXAMPLE: Three angry ducks in search of corn.
Three angry ducks in search of corn waddled by.

1. on top of the shelf in the kitchen

2. in the garage near the old newspapers

3. the clerk behind the counter

4. a police officer at the top of the hill

5. because of all the wrong answers

Exercise 3 Recognizing Sentences. If a group of words is a sentence, write sentence. If a group
of words expresses an incomplete thought, add whatever words are needed to make a sentence. Then
underline the subject once and the verb twice in each new sentence.

EXAMPLE: The suitcases from the plane.
The suitcases from the plane were unloaded.

1. She asked me about the next edition of the newspaper.

2. The room in the back of the house.

3. In the desert, tall cactuses.

4. We understood her reasons.

5. From the observation deck at the rim of the canyon.
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19.4 Special Problems with Subjects (Subjects in
Orders, Directions, and Questions) • Practice 1

Subjects in Orders and Directions In sentences that give orders or directions, the subject is
understood to be you.

ORDERS AND DIRECTIONS

(You) Chew your food slowly.

Frank, (you) sit down!

After jogging, (you) take a shower.

Subjects in Questions In questions the subject often follows the verb or part of the verb.

QUESTIONS

Is the package ready?

Have you found your ring?

When will the senator speak ?

Exercise 1 Recognizing Subjects That Give Orders or Directions. Underline the verb in each
sentence with a double line. Write the subject in the space provided. (Four of the sentences do not give
orders or directions.)

EXAMPLE: Open the package quickly. you

1. Turn right at the traffic light near the mall.

2. Jennie, try to concentrate now.

3. In the morning Alice often sunbathes.

4. After changing the baby, warm up her milk.

5. Please wait for the light to change.

6. Remember to get a fresh loaf of bread and a bag of potatoes.

7. The radio slipped off the counter and broke.

8. Every morning brush your teeth carefully.

9. Dr. Slovak, phone your office now.

10. The name of the hotel was recently changed.

Exercise 2 Finding the Subject in Questions. Underline the subjects in the questions below.

EXAMPLE: Whom did the reporter meet?

1. Has the principal entered the auditorium yet?

2. Who is the governor of Arizona?

3. What do you expect to happen tomorrow?

4. Can the vegetables survive a three week drought?

5. Have Dick and Lucy visited the exhibit?

6. Why have they attempted to stop our demonstration?

7. When did the second message reach you?

8. Which chapter of the book is the best?

9. Did both teams arrive simultaneously?

10. Is this the way to spell her name?
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19.4 Special Problems with Subjects (Subjects in
Orders, Directions, and Questions) • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Recognizing Subjects That Give Orders or Directions. Write the subject of each of
the following sentences. Ten of the sentences give orders or directions. The other five are ordinary
sentences in normal word order.

EXAMPLE: David, remember to turn out the lights. you

1. Wash your face with soap and water.

2. Tell us what happened, Frank.

3. Marie, open the window about an inch.

4. Paul tried to remove the splinter from Sue’s finger.

5. After raking the leaves, spread an even coat of lime on the lawn.

6. Girls, help us carry these packages into the house.

7. Measure the amount of rain that falls each morning.

8. The bread jammed the toaster and burned.

9. Get the doctor at once!

10. She bought a portable radio.

11. Toss me the football, Harvey.

12. Peel the apples while I prepare the crust.

13. Mark selected only the juiciest oranges.

14. Dawn used all the hot water for her shower.

15. Peter, pick up some figs at the store.

Exercise 2 Finding the Subject in Questions. Underline the subject in each of the following
sentences.

EXAMPLE: Which Dickinson poem do you like best?

1. When did she call from her office?

2. Which book did Billy choose?

3. Has Roberto left for college yet?

4. Were the flowers delivered on time?

5. Which team has won the trophy?

6. How did they accept the news?

7. Where is the signature on this check?

8. Are you certain about the record?

9. Who took my pencil?

10. Why has he objected to the title of the play?

11. How long ago did they leave?

12. Which of the three sisters is your friend?

13. Is that your final answer?

14. Who ordered this pizza?

15. Why are you so unhappy?
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19.5 Direct Objects (The Direct Object, Compound Direct
Objects) • Practice 1

The Direct Object A direct object is a noun or pronoun that receives the action of a transitive verb.

DIRECT OBJECTS
DO DO

Marge often drinks milk . I will ask him later.

Compound Direct Objects A compound direct object is two or more nouns or pronouns that receive
the action of the same transitive verb.

COMPOUND DIRECT OBJECTS
DO DO

Bill needs a new sweater and tie .

DO DO

I read a newspaper and a magazine each day.

Exercise 1 Recognizing Direct Objects. Circle the direct object or the compound direct objects
in each sentence.

EXAMPLE: Jay told CarolCarol and herher about it.

1. We will plan the project for the fair carefully.

2. The next morning Sally took her driving test.

3. Gloria expects them to arrive at seven.

4. She bought gloves, a scarf, and two skirts.

5. I want my parents and my grandparents to know first.

6. Will you write her about your victory?

7. The new car has an automatic transmission and cruise control.

8. My mother injured her hand this morning.

9. For graduation my sister got a new laptop and a camera.

10. Tell Bill and them to wait for the decision.

Exercise 2 Using Direct Objects. Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with appropriate
direct objects. Use both nouns and pronouns.

EXAMPLE: I reached New Haven the next day.

1. After two hours I closed the .

2. Ask about the second-half comeback.

3. I want and to represent us.

4. Will you remind about the junior high dance?

5. In the bakery, buy some , ,

and .

6. I saw at the movies yesterday.

7. On the weekend she wrote .

8. Do you have for the football game?

9. We will welcome Ben and to our class.

10. Next week Father will build a and a .
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19.5 Direct Objects (Direct Object, Adverb, or Object of a
Preposition) • Practice 1

Direct Object, Adverb, or Object of a Preposition A direct object is never an adverb or the noun
or pronoun at the end of a prepositional phrase.

COMPARING DIRECT OBJECTS, ADVERBS, AND OBJECTS OF PREPOSITIONS

DO

My sister cheered the team . (Cheered what? team)

ADV
My sister cheered wildly. (Cheered what? no direct object)

PREP OBJ OF PREP
My sister cheered from the sideline. (Cheered what? no direct object)

Exercise 1 Distinguishing Between Direct Objects, Adverbs, and Objects of
Prepositions. Label the underlined word in each sentence below. Use DO for a direct object, ADV for
an adverb, and OP for an object of a preposition.

EXAMPLE: We agreed willingly to the change. ADV

1. I really need a new thesaurus.

2. At sunset we finally stopped at an old motel.

3. For years now my brother has played chess.

4. Leaving the space shuttle, the astronaut smiled happily.

5. My parents changed their decision without warning.

6. The defendant walked wearily into the courtroom.

7. I built these oak cabinets without any help.

8. Much to my surprise, the book ended strangely.

9. Are you still interested in the unknown ?

10. Last spring she planted tomatoes in her yard.

Exercise 2 Using Direct Objects, Adverbs, and Objects of Prepositions in Sentences. Fill in
each blank with the kind of word indicated in the parentheses.

EXAMPLE: (direct object) I often enjoy hockey games .

1. (adverb) When Uncle Ted arrived, we smiled .

2. (direct object) You can buy in any drugstore.

3. (obj. of prep.) The photo you want is in the .

4. (direct object) If you go to the post office, I need some .

5. (adverb) Speak during your interview.

6. (direct object) Who wrote ?

7. (obj. of prep.) Wait for us under the .

8. (adverb) Bess reacted to the suggestion.

9. (direct object) I put the into the file cabinet.

10. (obj. of prep.) We enjoyed the performer on the .
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19.5 Direct Objects (in Questions) • Practice 1

Direct Objects in Questions A direct object in a sentence in normal word order is found after the
verb. In a question the direct object is sometimes near the beginning of the sentence, before the verb.

Questions Normal Word Order

DO DO

What will she do now? She will do what now.

DO DO

Whom do they want ? They do want whom .

DO DO
Which road should we take? We should take which road .

Exercise 1 Finding Direct Objects in Questions. Circle the direct object in each question
below. Note that in three of the sentences, the direct object follows the verb.

EXAMPLE: Which tooltool do you need?

1. Whom did they call in Portland?

2. Which photograph did they lose?

3. When will the plumber fix the leaking sink?

4. What excuse can she possibly offer?

5. Which role in Romeo and Juliet does he want?

6. When will Sandy send the invitations to her party?

7. Whom does the principal expect?

8. How many CD’s do you have?

9. Where will you bake the cookies for our get-together?

10. Which recipe will you use?

Exercise 2 Using Direct Objects in Sentences. Some of the sentences below are questions;
others are not. Fill in an appropriate direct object in each blank space.

EXAMPLE: Which train will you take to Boston?

1. For the car wash, I willmake a .

2. did they invite to speak?

3. Which by John Steinbeck do you want?

4. When will you prepare the ?

5. We expect to arrive at the airport tonight.

6. How many do you need?

7. From the top of the hill I can see .

8. did the dean call?

9. Where will you buy the ?

10. I think I can understand your .
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19.5 Indirect Objects (The Indirect Object, Compound
Indirect Objects) • Practice 1

The Indirect Object An indirect object is a noun or pronoun that comes after an action verb and
before a direct object. It names the person or thing that something is given to or done for.

INDIRECT OBJECTS

IO DO

I gave her the pass . (Gave the pass to whom? her)

IO DO

She told Sal the story . (told the story to whom ? Sal)

Compound Indirect Objects A compound indirect object is two or more nouns or pronouns that
come after an action verb and before a direct object. It names the persons or things that something is given
to or done for.

COMPOUND INDIRECT OBJECTS

IO IO DO

I gave Bill and her the passes . (gave the passes to whom ? Bill, her)

IO IO DO

She told Sal and Mike the story . (told the story to whom ? Sal, Mike)

Exercise 1 Recognizing Indirect Objects. Each sentence below contains a single indirect
object or a compound indirect object. Circle each indirect object below.

EXAMPLE: I brought BillBill and himhim tickets.

1. Please take Uncle John his medicine.

2. I will give Jason and Jeffrey their instructions.

3. Did you send Grandfather a postcard?

4. Beverly will show the customer the new model.

5. Can you teach us the game?

6. The police told my parents and me the entire story.

7. For Christmas, order Grandpa a new bathrobe.

8. I will sell the developers just a part of the land.

9. In the race you pass Josie the baton.

10. The coach handed Marie and Louise their awards.

Exercise 2 Recognizing Direct and Indirect Objects. In the sentences below underline the
direct objects and circle the indirect objects. Two sentences do not contain an indirect object.

EXAMPLE: Bring meme the cookbook.

1. From his college my brother sent me a sweatshirt.

2. Pass your aunt the bowl of gravy.

3. We are making our parents a surprise anniversary party.

4. Did you bring your sister a new watch?

5. I will give the detective the information he wants.
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19.5 Indirect Objects (Indirect Object or Object of a
Preposition?) • Practice 1

Indirect Object or Object of a Preposition? Do not confuse an indirect object with the object of a
preposition. An indirect object never follows the preposition to or for in a sentence.

INDIRECT OBJECT OR PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

IO DO

We brought Mother a beautiful plant .

DO PREP PHRASE

We brought a beautiful plant to Mother.

IO DO

I prepared them a quick snack .

DO PREP PHRASE

I prepared a quick snack for them.

Exercise 1 Distinguishing Between Indirect Objects and Objects of Prepositions. In each
blank, write whether the underlined word is an indirect object or an object of a preposition.

EXAMPLE: Sally gave the note to Bruce. object of a preposition.

1. I ordered her another pair of sunglasses.

2. The principal read us the new regulations.

3. Have you given the old lamps to the volunteers ?

4. I have saved the clippings for her.

5. Show your father that strange message.

6. In the national park the guide gave a detailed map to him.

7. Have you told Donna your startling story?

8. She can buy the attendant a present next time.

9. The student told an obvious lie to the dean.

10. The senior handed the undergraduate the banner.

Exercise 2 Writing Sentences with Indirect Objects and Objects of Prepositions. Rewrite
each sentence above. Change each indirect object into a prepositional phrase. Change each
prepositional phrase into an indirect object.

EXAMPLE: Sally gave Bruce the note.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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19.5 Subject Complements (Predicate Nouns and
Pronouns, Predicate Adjectives) • Practice 1

Predicate Nouns and Pronouns A subject complement is a noun, pronoun, or adjective that follows a
linking verb and tells something about the subject. A predicate noun or predicate pronoun follows a linking
verb and renames or identifies the subject of the sentence.

PREDICATE NOUNS AND PRONOUNS

PN

Columbus is a city in Ohio. (City renames Columbus.)

PPN

Our representative will be you . (You renames representative.)

Predicate Adjectives A predicate adjective follows a linking verb and describes the subject of the
sentence.

PREDICATE ADJECTIVES

PA

This coffee cake is delicious . (Delicious describes coffee cake.)

Exercise 1 Recognizing Predicate Nouns and Predicate Pronouns. In each sentence below
underline the predicate noun or predicate pronoun.

EXAMPLE: Melanie should be our captain.

1. Football is my favorite sport in the fall.

2. The brightest student has never been she.

3. New Hampshire has always been a scenic state.

4. Through hard work she became a huge success.

5. John Q. Adams remained a political force all his life.

6. In my new mystery novel, the butler is the murderer.

7. Ronald Reagan became president in 1981.

8. Our old Mercury was a car with an unusually smooth ride.

9. It is she whom our class chose.

10. Mark’s idea is an option to consider.

Exercise 2 Recognizing Predicate Adjectives. In each sentence below underline the predicate
adjective.

EXAMPLE: I feel sad about her failure.

1. Churchill’s speech was inspiring to the people of London.

2. After the conference they seemed angry at everyone.

3. These curved roads are dangerous after a snow.

4. This old milk tastes sour in my coffee.

5. Barbara is unusually tall for her age.

6. Many of the buildings in this complex are new.

7. The express train seems late tonight.

8. The President appeared nervous in his first debate.

9. Until it was washed, this sweater felt roomy.

10. Your lettering on the poster is very colorful.
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